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You probably know how important the state of your immune system is to your 
overall health. During cold and flu season, you might hear everyone talking 
about all the things they're doing to take care of themselves. And especially 
right now during a global pandemic, everyone is wondering how they can 
strengthen their immune system. Well, if you're asking yourself that exact 
question, the answer is a bit complex.

According to the Cleveland Clinic, the immune system is a network of organs, 
white blood cells, proteins (antibodies), and chemicals. It works to protect 
your body from bacteria, viruses, parasites, and fungi that cause infection and 
illness.

But since our bodies are different, that means our immune systems are 
different, too. "Signs that a person has a weak immune system is truly 
individual," explains Maya Feller, MS, RD, CDN, of Brooklyn-based Maya 
Feller Nutrition. "If you are experiencing significant systemic changes or 
onset of symptoms, it is important to seek out the help and guidance from 
your primary care provider or specialist so they can help determine the 
appropriate course of action."



While your body and immune system might have very specific needs, there
are some general habits you can pick up to take care of yourself. A holistic
approach helps since the immune system is comprised of all different parts of



the body. Feller recommends starting with these four: limiting exposure to 
toxins (including quitting smoking and consuming alcohol in moderation), 
making time for physical activity, creating and maintaining good sleep 
hygiene, and nourishing your body with an abundance of phytonutrient-rich 
vitamins and minerals.

Paying attention to your immune system should be a year-round task, rather 
than something you just worry about during cold and flu season. "It's 
important to look at the immune system like a muscle—you need to train it to 
optimize its function," explains the chief medical officer at The Well, Frank 
Lipman, MD. "Especially during times like this, it is not about boosting your 
immune system. It's about having a well-oiled, functioning immune system so 
it works appropriately when needed. You don't want it to be overfunctioning 
and potentially create a cytokine storm, but you don't want it to underperform 
either."


